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I. Introduction

This study is built on an assumption that ‘religion’ along with many other economic, cultural or political factors has an impact on international relations. However, neither positivist theories that aim to build causal relations between variables, nor critical theories that aim to understand the world without establishing explanatory arguments have managed to integrate religion as an influential factor into their studies on world politics. Put it differently, theories of International Relations (IR) do not directly count religious factors among major components of their analysis. Hence, it is deemed necessary to ask: ‘When did IR theory scholars lose the track of religion and how could we incorporate religion within IR theory?’ An answer is provided through a detailed analysis of the literature to find out the sources of such neglect and possible ways to overcome it. The study first argues that the adoption of natural sciences’ methodology in IR in the late 1950s with the so-called ‘behavioralist revolution’ has been influential in the lack of interest on religion. Secularism remains to be an unquestioned part of behavioralism - the ‘positive science’ update package adopted by scholars of IR theory.
As the literature almost agrees upon, the end of the Cold War brought ideational variables back into the study of IR theory. Critical, constructivist, or post-positivist turn in IR created opportunities for the integration of non-material factors into the study of world politics. Critical theorists, with their emphasis on the interrelationship between theory and practice, have offered an alternative way of theorizing in IR and emphasized the importance of the historical, social and political context within which a theory is built. Hence, while taking critical approaches to IR as a starting point, this study secondly argues that understanding the criticism that is provided by the Critical Theory of IR could be a useful way to ‘bring religion back in’ the field of IR theory and to deconstruct the misunderstanding of the ‘secular study’ of world politics.

The study develops this two-faceted argument in two separate parts. The first part specifically deals with the behavioralist-traditionalist debate or the so-called second great debate in IR theory and its connection with secularism in IR theory throughout the Cold War. The second part deals with Critical Theory as one of the most influential critical approaches to IR in order to develop a possible way to incorporate religion in theoretical analysis. Accordingly it generates a set of research questions to be asked by a Critical Theory perspective focusing on the role of religion in IR. Finally, the study concludes with a summary of the main argument and shows directions for possible further research.

2. The Origins of Areligious IR Theory

Any analysis of the history of science reveal that scientists/philosophers had for a long time tried to find out reasons for the events with reference to religion. Inspired by such reference, at least from the medieval ages onwards (if not from before) human beings had been seen at the center of the universe and everything was expected to be at the service of the human. Let’s take astronomy as an example. According to Burtt with the exception of a few brave but scattered thinkers, “the legitimacy of selecting some other point of reference in astronomy than the earth had never suggested itself to anyone.” Therefore most of the discoveries that diminished the central importance of ‘men’s world’ were regarded as challenges to religion. That is why Copernicus’ claim that world is not at the center and Galileo’s support for his ‘heliocentric claim’ were regarded as heresy and trialed by the church.

---

1 We do not argue that religion is fully ignored in the study of international relations. For instance, there are studies that focus on the role of religion in decision making processes (See: S. Güner, "Religion and Preferences: A Decision-theoretic Explanation of Turkey’s New Foreign Policy", Foreign Policy Analysis, 8(3), 2012, pp. 217-230.) Rather, what we argue in this study is that religion is not sufficiently taken into account while theorizing IR.

2 Such reference was closely related with the studies of Astronomy. Hannam (2009: 370) gives an interesting account of how scientific discoveries were regarded as religious omen. For instance, the appearance of “Halley’s Comet” in 1456, was interpreted as a godly sign that a catastrophe (the invasion of Turkish armies) was near. It is even rumored that the then pope Callistus III had excommunicated the “Halley’s Comet” a desperate measure against what he regarded as ‘heresy’.

Any idea that challenged the long-accepted metaphysical, mythological and magical explanations of the church was to be trialed and stopped. As such discoveries and church pressure have continued, the idea of secularism in science gained more and more prominence. Therefore, a ‘secular’ science, the idea that science should be separated from religion, is not a brand new one. Though not easy to locate its ‘Big Bang,’ one can refer to the so-called scientific revolution and the age of Enlightenment of the early modern period as the time when such idea was crystallized. As the 15th, 16th and 17th centuries went on, the scientific methods of observation and questioning have replaced metaphysics, mythology and magic. Science was to show how things worked but not who created them. Hence, a belief in divine authority was replaced by a belief in human capacity to reason.

It might be argued that the Enlightenment belief in the human capacity to reason turned into a human capacity to control as people aimed to observe, find out causal mechanisms that would lead to generalizations which in turn might help them predict what would happen in the future. As the belief on the possibility of generalization and prediction increased, so did the belief in human capacity to control. These ideas might have led philosophers to leave the non-predictable, value and normativity oriented religious beliefs, in order to search for unchanging patterns that are explained in a value-free, objective and generalizable manner. Science, after all, was not to understand how and why things are created or who created them but it was to explain how things worked and by doing so decrease the uncertainty of the future and increase predictability and possibility to control it.

The idea of value-free, positive science emerged out of this trend. It was August Comte in his famous description of three stages of knowledge—the theological stage, the metaphysical stage and the positive stage— who applied such understanding to the epistemology of social science in his series of writings *The Course in Positivist Philosophy* (*Cours de Philosophie Positive*). In the theological stage everything is explained with reference to God. Phenomena is created and controlled by God. This stage “regards the facts of the universe as governed not by invariable laws of sequence, but by single and direct volitions of beings…” In this stage the world is believed to be governed by a single concrete God. Indeed, this resembles the mode of thought in the pre-enlightenment era. The second stage is the extension of the first in which there is no concrete god

---


5 In fact it is ironic that those who argued for the rejection of religious explanations to phenomena have developed an alternative belief system that develops its own dogma. For instance, when we say “the belief in human capacity to reason” we implicitly argue that an alternative belief system has been developed by those philosophers. One might argue that such a powerful belief in human capacity to reason and/or control, the possibility to predict the future, the possibility of finding unchanging patterns of causality might create an alternative ‘normativity’ which in its own rights is not much different from religious dogma. Since when a belief is that powerful, it would inevitably lead people reject alternative visions. By this way, one might argue that the idea of Positive science has been a ‘religion that rejects religious explanations’ but of course this is a topic for another paper.

but metaphysical and abstract forces that govern the world. The final positive stage refers to the knowledge that is generated through scientific methods of observation and experiment. At this stage people do not explain phenomena with reference to metaphysics or a god but they explain it through the scientific method that looks for cause and effect relationships among observable phenomena.

Indeed, the belief in the human capacity to reason and its impact on the development of ‘positive science’ gained resemblance in the ideas of the later philosophers. The rejection of religion as a source of explanation that emerged in the age of Enlightenment has first gained prominence in natural sciences and then applied to social sciences as well. When IR studies started to consider these philosophical issues in the late 1950s, the idea that religion has to be pushed to the private life of people and that it has no place in scientific explanation had already been established in social theory. What IR theoreticians did, in fact, was to adopt the so-called behavioral revolution in social theory, sociology and political science as an unquestioned ‘upgrade package.’ Hence, religion did not become even part of the first important major philosophical debate that took place among the then proponents of IR theory. This claim is indirectly proven by the fact that neither Kaplan who represents the behavioralist camp, nor Bull who represents the traditionalist camp, do mention religion in their debate. Indeed, one might argue that religion had not been a topic debated especially in IR theorizing. The traditionalist- behavioralist debate was about the method that is to be used by IR theories. And since IR theories adopt its methodology from social and political science, the students of IR have unconsciously disregarded religion which -as we would argue- is a very important variable in IR.

Fox provides an alternative vision on this issue. He mentions that in the 20th Century, theories of modernization and secularization focusing on studies of Marx, Mill, Weber, Freud, Comte, and Durkheim have argued that religion’s role in human life, and in natural and social sciences is in decline. According to what they argued, as modernization gained pace religion would lose its significance. The modern state would develop secular systems of governance that do not resort to religion as a source of legitimacy and social order, and as urbanization, universal education and literacy takes place religion would be pushed to the private lives of the people and at best be in decline if not completely removed from politics. As Fox argues, this was a general trend in the 20th Century social sciences and there are exceptions to such an argumentation. But it was not until 1980-90s that proponents of political science and sociology have started to question such

7 Here we are not talking about major IR debates in general but specifically with the ones related to metatheory. There have been two general meta-theoretical debates in IR one between traditionalism vs. behavioralism and the other between rationalist vs. reflectivist or positivist vs. post-positivist theories.
11 Fox, Ibid., p. 3.
a trend. For IR the situation is even worse. Somehow, IR scholars have taken the insignificance and non-observability of religion as granted and fixed. IR scholarship can be said “to have more profoundly rejected religion than the other social sciences.” Fox claims that this is so because IR has been a Western discipline that is developed on the national security studies of the Cold War era. The Cold War era was an era of ideological competition that did not have religion among its major determinants. Another reason is that the nation state system was based on the treaty of Westphalia which is argued to end religious international wars. Since then religion was not taken as a significant determinant of international relations.

Indeed IR theory was inarguably one of the disciplines that suffered from the Cold War rivalry. The period was of high nuclear rivalry risking MAD (Mutually Assured Destruction) so that controlling and predicting the future became an obsession for strategic studies and the proponents of IR theory. Theories that focus on ‘low politics’ (culture, identity, social relations) have been pushed in the margins of the discipline while most IR theories focused on the bipolar international structure, strategic interaction among the two camps, the role of international institutions in maintaining peace whereas disregarded identity, culture which became more prominent only after the dissolution of the Soviet Union. Under such circumstances it is understandable that IR theories did not take religion into account whereas its proponents focused on human capacity to predict and control its own future, to avoid nuclear disaster. Though one may argue that there had been several issues of world politics during the Cold War which included religion as a significant factor such as the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, or Soviet invasion of Afghanistan, it is not really surprising that they remained underemphasized when it comes to theorizing in IR. Theoretical debates of the Cold War era (if one considers traditionalist-behavioralist debate as a meta-theoretical one) focused mostly on great power politics. The questions at hand were the ones related with war, peace, deterrence, power, polarity, and the structure of the era, and rational calculations related with cooperation and conflict. IR theory of the time seems to be what ‘the gate keepers’ located mainly the Western academia thought it was.

When we understand theory within its context the reason behind the neglect of religion can be related to the Cold War era. But international relations (though not as a separate discipline) or inter-state relations had been in place since Westphalia (if not before). Let us accept that the Cold War caused neglect of religion, but what about the previous era? What happened between 1648 and 1900s? What kind of IR theories existed and did they consider religion as a variable in International relations? These questions still remain unanswered by the literature on IR theory.

12 Fox, Ibid., p. 3.
14 It is important to note here that the first “IR” department (and IR as a distinct discipline) is founded in 1919 at the Woodrow Wilson Chair at Aberystwyth, University of Wales. Establishment of the theory of IR, as we know it today, took place later on. Before then, IR had been studied as a sub-field or an issue under the political science discipline. Yet we still face the question: what would be the main venues of political science in taking religion into analyses? The answer to this question would also partially make an answer to the roots of the neglect of religion in IR theory. These questions offer a probable direction for further research.
Whatever happened in the pre-Cold War or in the Cold War era had important implications on the development of the discipline. Religion did not seem to be part of mainstream IR theoretical explanations. This is not so because the theories are anti-religious but instead they are ‘areligious’ meaning that they are not against religion but they simply did not consider it as a variable, a factor, or a determinant. With the end of the Cold War the use of ideational variables in theoretical explanations became more prominent and recent attempts have tried to deal with the issue of religion and IR theory. It was only by the end of the Cold War that some IR scholars have tried to bring religion back in, an issue that will be dealt with in the next part.


Since the behavioral revolution of 1950-60s in the U.S. academia, IR has become increasingly dominated by approaches that accepted the unity of scientific methods and accordingly tried to apply the methods of natural sciences to the social sciences. With the wide adoption of positivism in IR, scholars have argued for the application of scientific rules such as falsification, parsimony, objective engagement to theorizing and focused specifically on quantitative methods in IR. For instance, Waltz was also inspired from the move towards the scientific tradition and applied his own understanding of the contemporary philosophy of social sciences and structural realism became one of the most dominant approaches to the study of IR.

Although the positivist theories dominated the discipline (especially in the U.S.) an important approach to the study of international politics was also developing at the same time in Europe: the Marxist theories of Frankfurt School. The dominance of the realist approaches on the one hand and the dominance of the positivist approaches on the other have led some scholars to follow a neo-Marxist and/or post-positivist approach to the study of world politics. Especially in the 1980s, inspired from the emancipatory approach of Marxism, a critical approach to international relations began to emerge within the discipline.

---


16 It appears as if IR theory is following the trends in social theory, political science and sociology from some decades behind. First they develop arguments against secularism, secular science and then IR studies start to consider it. The discipline seems to be ‘derivative’ rather than having an independent character. This is probably another reason why religion was not considered in philosophical debates of IR in the first place.


18 Rengger and Thirkell-White, Ibid., p. 4.

Critical Theory has thrown a serious blow to the methodologies of and the issues that are studied by mainstream IR theory. The theoretical momentum that is gained through Critical Theory’s emphasis on theory/practice relationship, historical sociology, discourse ethics, and the value driven nature of theorizing could be utilized in a fruitful way to overcome the areligious nature of IR theories. Critical Theory provides a prospect for new research based on specific religion-IR theory research questions that are based on its core arguments. This part, in general, explores ways to utilize such prospect.

Two articles that were published in 1981, one by Robert Cox and the other by Richard Ashley, were generally referred to as the founding texts of Critical Theory. Although critical approaches have taken many forms after the publication of these articles, most of the arguments were mainly developed on the foundation provided by Cox and Ashley. One of the main points of Critical Theory is that it always distinguishes itself from “other forms of theorizing in terms of its orientation towards change and the possibility of futures that do not reproduce the patterns of hegemonic power of the present.” They have called to rethink established modes of theorizing in IR. Following these articles Critical Theory has been developed in two ways: Cox’s Marxian inspired search for “the counter-hegemonic structures” which was based on the empirical method of “historical sociology” and Ashley’s criticisms of structural realism inspired by Habermas’ understanding of knowledge constitution. Thus, it becomes useful to analyze main arguments of Critical Theory and to pose certain internal critiques to them in order to find out a list of questions that could be utilized to incorporate religion within critical analysis and IR theory.

Critical Theory Argument 1 – “Theory is always for someone and for some purpose.”

The hallmark of Robert Cox’s work is the famous quote: “Theory is always for someone and for some purpose,” which is a simple sentence that summarizes the main concern of Critical

---

20 It is important to note here that we do not offer Critical Theory as the best or the only venue of integrating religion into IR theory. However, we argue that the contributions of Critical Theory open up a significant venue to integrate religion into IR theoretical studies.
21 Cox, Ibid.
22 Ashley, Ibid.
23 It is important to mention that critical approaches have taken diverse directions and in fact, it is not possible to talk about a homogenous body that creates a critical theory. However, the term Critical Theory will be used in the text as a framework term in order to refer to the founding arguments of the critical approaches that were laid down by Cox and Ashley.
24 Hutchings, Ibid., p. 72.
26 Cox, Ibid., p. 128.
27 Cox, Ibid., p. 128.
Cox claims that there can be no objective engagement with the nature. The nature is observed through the ‘value window’ of the researcher. So the inquiry becomes ideologically oriented. If the nature is observed with an ideologically oriented way and values of the researcher determine the findings of the research then the questions of ‘whose values?’ or ‘which values?’ comes to place. Accordingly as Cox have claimed “If the findings of studies can vary depending on the values chosen, then the choice of a particular value system tends to empower and enfranchise certain individuals and groups while disempowering and disenfranchising others”. Thus, theories work for ‘someone and for some purpose’ and theorizing becomes a ‘political act.’ By regarding the theorizing process as a political act, Cox emphasized the theory/practice relationship. Theory and practice are “mutually reinforcing” and both are done “for a particular practical/political interest”. While theorizing the theorist is also engaged with practice. Without taking the theory/practice relationship into account theories can serve the perpetuation of the status-quo which, in turn, maintains the existing inequalities; but once recognized critical theories may serve to transform the existing status-quo. Such a view of theories and theorizing provides a useful opportunity to question the ‘areligious’ nature of IR theory in general. If theory serves the values of certain actors, then which and whose values does the ignorance of religion in IR theory serve to?

Critical Theory Argument 2- “If history is produced by our actions, then it should also be open to change.”

Cox based his critical understanding on the analysis of history. According to Cox, change and progress is “immanent within history” and history can either be diagnosed or made. In ‘diagnostic’ mode, critique identifies the potential for progress immanent in history. In ‘making’ mode, by acting on the potential for progress immanent in history, critique helps to bring progress about. If history is produced by our actions, then it should also be open to change. By providing an analysis of history, Cox has tried to show the possibility of change towards an emancipatory...
future. He mentions that “Critical Theory is theory of history in the sense of being concerned not just with the past but with a continuing process of historical change. Problem solving theory is non-historical or ahistorical since it, in effect, posits a continuing present (...).” 34 Thus problem-solving theories do not generally see the possibility of change and accept the structure as a static one. 35 Such a view of history provides an important opportunity to analyze religion in international relations. If the history of IR theory is made in a way to exclude religions’ impact on international politics, then is it possible to see and read it differently? If possible, then how could one offer a ‘potential for progress’ immanent within it?

Critical Theory Argument 3 – “People should reject all systems of inclusion and exclusion (boundedness) and enter into dialogue. No person and no moral position can be ‘excluded in advance’.” 36

Cox’s arguments have largely influenced the neo-Marxian critical studies literature. Linklater, in his analysis of Critical Theory, mentions that there are four main achievements of the Marxian-inspired critical theory. 37 The first achievement is their emphasis on the subject/object relationship. As also mentioned above, Cox argued that there can be no objective engagement of the subject with the object of the research. That is to say, the researcher cannot find an objective reality independent of his/her values and perspectives. In other words, Marxian critical theory argues that knowledge is constructed and it, in turn, produces and reproduces certain interests “that result in unsatisfactory social outcomes.” Second achievement of the critical theory is its emphasis on the possibility of change. Contrary to the arguments of the mainstream IR theories, existing social structures are not immutable or unchangeable. If the existing “unsatisfactory social structure is the product of agents then the agents are also able to transform the structure to produce a more satisfactory one. Third, according to Linklater, Critical Theory gets inspired by Marx, but following Habermas’ writings on “social learning”, “discourse ethics” and “boundedness”, they overcome its weaknesses. 38 Fourth achievement is also related with the third one. Following Habermas’ claims the “critical theory judges social arrangements by their capacity to embrace open dialogue with all others.” 39

In social relations people enter into bounded communities with excluding others. This boundedness has led some theories like Neorealism for instance, to argue that these bounded communities should deal with each other with military power. However, Habermas claims that there are ‘forms of social learning.’ In the highest level of morality they learn ethical reflectiveness. Ethical reflectiveness refers to the capacity of the agents to recognize that “moral codes are...

34 Cox, Ibid., quoted in Hutchings, Ibid., p. 74.
35 This is one of the main diverging points between ‘critical theories’ and ‘problem-solving theories’.
37 Linklater, Ibid.
39 Linklater, Ibid., p. 280.
malleable social products rather than immutable conventions to which they must submit”\textsuperscript{40}. That there are diverse moral stand-points and none of them is more valid than others. Once reached to ethical reflectiveness, people start to reject boundedness. Thus, according to Habermas, people enter into dialogue without excluding other moral stand-points or bounded communities. This is what Habermas called ‘discourse ethics.’ According to discourse ethics people should reject all systems of inclusion and exclusion (boundedness) and enter into dialogue. No person and no moral position can be ‘excluded in advance’\textsuperscript{41}. Religion, as an important part of human moral codes might be incorporated in Habermasian analysis as well. Does the so-called dominance of positivism in IR theory produce a system of inclusion/exclusion in theorizing? If positivism is understood as a system of inclusion/exclusion and as a major reason behind ‘areligious’ IR theory can discourse ethics open up new ways in IR theory to study religion?

Critical Theory Argument 4: Structural realism’s ‘technical interest’ in control has come to dominate classical realism’s ‘practical interest’ of understanding during the Cold War. A reflective version of structural realism (technical realism) is needed\textsuperscript{42}.

Richard Ashley, although he did not use a historical sociology understanding like Cox, has also emphasized the need for an emancipatory change in international relations. Based on his interpretation of Habermas’ analysis of social learning and morality, he proposed a critique of structural realism.\textsuperscript{43} According to Ashley, ‘knowledge acquisition’ transcends through three interests: technical interest of control (theories of natural sciences), practical interest of understanding (theories of social sciences), and the interest of emancipation (Critical Theory). According to Ashley, structural realism’s technical interest in control has come to dominate classical realism’s practical interest of understanding during the Cold War. “The result is a vicious circle, in which the requirements of technical realism become built into advice about the practice of statesmanship, so that realism, in its technical form, becomes a self-fulfilling prophecy, most obviously in relation to policies of nuclear deterrence”\textsuperscript{44}. Accordingly he called for a “reflective version of realism” which brings the main assumptions of structural realism (or technical realism as he puts it) into question. He argued for a broadening of phenomena that were considered relevant to international politics and the need for a progress towards a future that is based on emancipatory interests\textsuperscript{45}. On the issue of religion a question might be posed following Ashley’s perspective: Can (or should) reflective versions of realism analyze the role of religion international politics? Should religion be incorporated within it?

\textsuperscript{40} Linklater, Ibid., p. 286.
\textsuperscript{42} Ashley, Ibid.
\textsuperscript{43} Ashley, Ibid.; See also Jurgen Habermas, \textit{Knowledge and Human Interests}, Boston MA, Beacon Press, 1971.
\textsuperscript{44} Hutchings, Ibid., p. 75.
\textsuperscript{45} Hutchings, Ibid., p. 75.
### Table 1. A Possible Critical Theory Research Agenda For Religion And IR Theory

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CT Arguments</th>
<th>Possible Religion/IR Theory Research Questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“Theory is always for someone and for some purpose.”¹</td>
<td>If theory serves the values of certain actors, then which and whose values does the ignorance of religion in IR theory serve to?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If history is produced by our actions, then it should also be open to change.²</td>
<td>If the history of IR is made in a way to exclude religions’ impact on international politics, then is it possible to see and read it differently? If possible, then how could one offer a ‘potential for progress’ immanent within it?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“People should reject all systems of inclusion and exclusion (boundedness) and enter into dialogue. No person and no moral position can be ‘excluded in advance’.”³</td>
<td>Does the so-called ‘dominance’ of positivism in IR theory produce a system of inclusion/exclusion in theorizing? If positivism is understood as a system of inclusion/exclusion and as a major reason behind ‘areligious’ IR theory, Can discourse ethics open up new ways in IR theory to study religion?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structural realism’s ‘technical interest’ in control has come to dominate classical realism’s ‘practical interest’ of understanding during the Cold war. A reflective version of Structural Realism (Technical Realism) is needed.⁴</td>
<td>Can (or should) reflective versions of Realism analyze the role of religion international politics? Should religion be incorporated within it?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 summarizes the main claims of the study so far, by identifying four significant assumptions of Critical Theory and how they can help raising research questions to integrate religion into the theory of IR. We argue that, once answered, these questions have a strong potential to provide a way towards integrating religion into the theoretical analysis in IR. Yet rather than arguing that Critical Theory is the one and only tool for an IR theory considering religion, we offer it as a potential power that is imminent in IR theory to reduce its ignorance of religion. “There is … no such thing as theory in itself, divorced from a standpoint in time and space. When any theory so represents itself, it is more important to examine it as ideology, and to lay bare its concealed perspective”⁴⁶. This is the main criticism that Cox directed against problem-solving theories. However it is important to note that this criticism and rejection of the problem solving

---

⁴⁶ Cox, Ibid., quoted in Hobson, Ibid., p. 92.
theories has also counterproductive effects on the feasibility of critical theories. Critical theories, by explaining the political nature of theorizing and the production/reproduction of structures that create inequalities and exclude some (especially weak, poor and/or powerless) segments of the human society have mainly rejected problem-solving theories. In other words, they have focused on showing the historical process, the process of theorizing and emphasized the need for an emancipatory change in the future. However, while making the diagnosis critical theories have generally remained without giving the treatment. They have shown, for instance, that a change towards emancipation is both possible and necessary but because of their attempt of differentiating their theories from problem-solving theories they did not show how emancipation for all segments, moral-stand points, or bounded communities is to be achieved. That is to say, they show the problem but do not solve it. So, while criticizing the systems of exclusion, critical theories do not provide any way to overcome and change it.

4. Conclusion

The development of a ‘positive’ science understanding, represented by a belief in human rationality and human capacity to reason, has been a major factor behind the denial or ignorance of metaphysics in the explanation of social and natural phenomena. Such an understanding of science brought with it a certain methodology, enthusiastic for -if not obsessed with-experimentation and observation. This enthusiasm was followed by the idea of ‘secularism in science,’ which in its broadest sense refers to the separation of religious explanation from scientific explanation. The idea of secularism has had important effects on the development of science in general and disciplines like IR in particular. This study focuses on the sources of the taken-for-granted secularism in mainstream IR theory and aims to propose an alternative research direction that could incorporate religion in theorizing.

John Stuart Mill47 in his introduction to August Comte and Positivism makes a somewhat ironic comment about peoples’ understanding of positivist claims: “It is not very widely known what they represent, but it is understood that they represent something.” The same comment is also true for the term ‘secularism’. It is easy to define it broadly and to argue that it refers to the separation of religion from ‘something’. To make an analogy with Mill’s comment on positivism: it is difficult to define what kind of a ‘separation’ the term refers to but people know that it refers to a ‘separation’. Analyzing the impact of the term becomes even more complicated when one thinks whether such separation is ‘necessary’ or even ‘possible’. Such complexity continues when one analyzes IR theory. Studies on the IR theory literature clarify that, either intentionally or not, IR scholars have seen ‘secularism’ in IR as both necessary and possible. The separation seems to have led IR theory scholars ignore religion. This study tracked down the reasons behind such ignorance. Then, offers a possible Critical Theory research agenda to overcome what we call an intellectual failure.

47 Mill, Ibid., s. 2.; Philpott, Ibid.
Since the 1981 articles of Cox and Ashley, critical studies have made themselves heard in the discipline and have evolved in two directions. Some of the critical theorists have followed the neo-Marxian analysis of Cox whereas others moved towards post-modernism and post-structuralism with an emphasis on discourse, social learning, and production/reproduction of certain social structures. Some have used both ways to develop a critique of the mainstream approaches. One of the main points that most of the critical approaches have in common is the rejection of what they called ‘problem-solving’ theories. Critical theories do differentiate themselves from problem-solving theories in a number of ways. First, as explained above critical theories claim that theorizing is a political act; thus, theories cannot be objective or value free. In this sense, as Hobson\(^{48}\) mentions, Critical Theory is ‘self-reflexive’ and most of the critical theorists are “aware of their own values and biases”. Second, Critical Theory refuses problem-solving theories’ ‘ahistoricism’ and, as it is also mentioned above, proposes a historical analysis to reveal the potential for change. In other words, according to critical theory history is diagnosed and it is ‘made.’ The potential for change is immanent within it and this potential can only be revealed with historicism. Once historicism is accepted, then the potential for change can be identified and accordingly transformation towards an emancipatory future can be achieved\(^{49}\).

The introduction of Critical Theory within the IR discipline contains prospects to develop theoretical arguments to overcome the ignorance. A set of research questions for a possible Critical Theory research on religion and IR theory has been provided above. But such perspective, of course, did not go without criticism. It is argued that, referring that something is to be changed is different from proposing ways to change it. This, in fact, is an important obstacle over the feasibility of critical theories. This is one of the main criticisms that could be directed at critical theories.

Finally, the main point can be clarified when such critical questions are asked with reference to religion and IR. Whose values, for instance, did IR theory serve for? And for which purposes did it do so? Can bringing religion back in IR theory be defined in terms of an emancipation? Would it mean that the voices of those people (take Muslims for instance) who are silenced within the academic literature or in world politics be heard? Critical theory helps us ask these questions in detail and with different combinations but it is not that helpful in terms of answering them.

---

\(^{48}\) Hobson, Ibid., p. 92.

\(^{49}\) Hobson, Ibid., p. 92.
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